IT'S UP IN THE AIR, OR IS IT?*
In his observations about the sociological imagination, C. WrightMills argues
that people have difficulty seeing connections between individual outcomes
and social structures. Inspired by Mills's observations, we developed a classroom exercise for stratification and organization courses that demonstrates
how social structures can constrain individualactions and still produce outcomes that students often attribute to individualeffort. Using the simple process of flipping coins, this exercise minimizes the importance of individualdifferences while producing an aggregate outcome that mirrorsthe skewed distributions of personal wealth, firm size, and corporate assets in the United
States. Faced with this counterintuitive outcome, we engage students in a
discussion that explores how changing the rules of the game or the equivalent
social structures could change the overall outcome of the exercise or the distributionof valued goods and services in the United States. In this paper, we
demonstrate our students' enjoyment of the game format; more importantly,
we demonstrate how this exercise is an effective way to teach students about
the importance of social structure.
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class games have been cited as an excellent
someone with a sociological imagination way to make abstract concepts more concan connect social structure to biography. crete for students (Coco et al. 2001;
Using one's sociological imaginationmeans Groves, Warren, and Witschger 1996). Our
being able to understandindividualbehavior exercise will help instructorsteach the funas the outcome of historical processes af- damental principle that structure and rules
fecting a person's social environment. To matter. The exercise uses a tangible demoninstructors trained in sociology, the socio- stration of the principle that the rules of
logical imaginationis clear, and in fact may social structure constrain the behavior of
even seem obvious. Nevertheless, to stu- individualsand shape outcomes for them.
Often, college students have difficulty
dents, the idea of structuresconstrainingan
individual's life chances sometimes seems envisioning connections between individual
hopelessly abstract. Instructorsoften strug- action and social structuraloutcomes. This
gle with how to help students find and ex- is not surprising, given that U.S. culture
press their sociological imaginations. In- explicitly values and celebrates individual
control and achievement. Whether they live
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beliefs about stratificationconsistently show
that people believe that others are poor because of insufficient motivation and dissolute morals, rather than because of limited
opportunities or other contextual factors
(Kluegel and Smith 1981). Americans tend
to believe that opportunitiesto get ahead are
available for everyone and that people's
position in the stratification order are a
functionof their abilities, traits, and efforts,
rather than social or economic factors
(Kluegel and Smith 1981). Given the beliefs
that students bring with them to class, instructors must find creative ways to illustrate that structuralfactors can and do play
a large role in the various stratification
processes.
In this note, we delineate an exercise that
can be used in courses or lectures about
stratification or organizations to help students consider the importance of social
structures. This exercise uses the simple
process of flipping coins to show students
how individual actions, when aggregated at
a system level, produce outcomes that look
as if they could be the result of individual
intentions. Building on Mills' observations,
the exercise helps students see that meaningful patterns at an aggregate level can be
explained as the outcome of structuralconstraints imposed on actions-the "rules of
the game."
In order to illustrate the success of this
exercise on student perception of the sociological imagination,we review two domains
in which instructors can use the exercise
and give the conceptual backgroundthat an
instructorshould establish before using the
exercise. Then, we outline how the exercise
is conducted and how instructors can explain the rules to students. To conclude, we
offer suggestions on how to use the results
of the exercise in class discussion.
STRATIFICATION AND INEQUALITY
In stratification and inequality classes, instructors typically ask students to consider
the question, "Who gets what and why?"
Most social stratificationtheories, inspired
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by the sociological imagination, use social
structuralexplanationsto help answer those
questions. Structuralexplanationsof stratification posit that context, institutions, and
social patterns explain the distribution of
valued goods and are thus importantfactors
in the process of social attainmentand mobility.
If students are accustomed to using individual explanations rather than reasoning
with their sociological imaginations, structural rationalesfor stratificationwill be difficult for them to grasp. Instead, individualistically-centered explanations of stratification may seem more plausible than structural ones, and students may also interpret
structural explanations in individualistic
ways. Davis and Moore's article "Some
Principles of Stratification"(1944) is particularly useful for highlighting such oversights because it is a work that is both
widely read and widely misunderstood by
studentsin stratificationclasses.
In a survey of the American Sociological
Association's collection of syllabi and instructionalmaterialfor stratificationclasses,
we found that 10 out of 14 syllabi used a
reading from Davis and Moore and/or explicitly mentioned functionaltheory (Sernau
1996). Therefore, we conclude that an exercise that helps students critically evaluate
the theory would be useful for contemporary sociology classes. Furthermore, we
realize that studentsfind Davis and Moore's
theory attractive; yet, even after reading
their work, students tend to focus on individuals' paths to positions rather than the
structureitself. These findings illustratethat
instructors need a dramatic device that
makes salient the structuralcontext within
which the competition for a fixed system of
rewardstakes place.
Davis and Moore (1944), in their functional theory of stratification, argue that
some societal positions are more important
than others and that the most importantpositions must be filled by the most qualified
people. To motivate the most qualified people to fill the most importantpositions, society must offer them greaterrewards.
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Davis and Moore can be read in two different ways. From a structural point of
view, sociologists can focus on the hierarchically-ranked positions into which individuals must fit and how one's chances of
holding a position depend on the number of
such positions and the number of individuals seeking them. Students, however, often
focus on the sorting process itself, interpreting Davis and Moore as saying that "talent"
is what drives the sorting process. Such
students project an assumption into the
functional theory that individuals are solely
responsible for their position in society.
Even criticisms of Davis and Moore can
overlook the structuralside to the argument.
For example, Tumin's (1953) criticism focused on the difficulty of finding and assessing talent. In the debate over "finding
talent," it is easy to overlook the larger
issue of society as a hierarchically organized opportunitystructure.
This exercise is intended to show that
forces other than (or in addition to) individual characteristicsshape outcomes and distributionsof societal rewards. Any reading
that stresses structuralforces as opposed to
individual characteristics can be used as
backgroundreading for this exercise. Other
than Davis and Moore's functional theory,
instructors might be interested in having
students read paired sections from The Bell
Curve(Herrnsteinand Murray 1994), which
is used often in stratification courses
(Sernau 1996), and Inequality by Design
(Fischer et al. 1996). Whereas The Bell
Curve emphasizes an individual's IQ as one
of the most importantfactors in a person's
ability to "get ahead," Inequality by Design
stresses that structural characteristics and
social rules make a significant difference in
people's life chances. Our exercise can be
used to juxtapose the two theories and can
have students thinking more critically about
the significance of individuals' talents as a
source for their success.
Oliver and Shapiro's (1977) work on
wealth inequality, Black Wealth/White
Wealth(especially pages 1-10), is a particularly good reading for this exercise because
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the distribution of coins that our exercise
produces is an accurate reflection of wealth
in the United States. Oliver and Shapiro
very convincingly show that cumulative
disadvantage and cumulative advantage
processes generate the current distribution
of wealth. They show that Black minorities
sought self-employment (a way to accumulate wealth), but were blocked by laws and
policies-an indicationthat rules ratherthan
personal motivation kept some people from
accumulatingwealth.
This exercise could also be used with
readings or materials that encourage students to think about the possible consequences of guaranteeingequality of opportunity or equality of outcomes. In particular, instructors may want to consider excerpts from Michael Young's Rise of the
Meritocracy (Young 1994) or Kurt Vonnegut's short story (1968), "Harrison
Bergeron," which was also made into a
movie by the same name in 1995.
In sum, we believe that the coin toss is a
hands-on approachto teaching stratification
concepts and theories. Even when these new
ideas may be antithetical to students' beliefs, the coin toss encourages them to use
their sociological imaginations. In addition,
talent, IQ, and motivation are emotionally
charged topics, but the coin toss takes the
emotion out of the equation and allows students to focus on how social rules and structures operate.

ORGANIZATIONS
Organizationshave contradictoryeffects on
economic inequality in a society (Aldrich
1999: 341-342). First, they may help reduce
inequality by helping potential entrepreneurs from diverse social origins gain access to wealth-generatingassets (Reynolds
and White 1997). Universalistic and meritbased selection criteria in modern organizations have a similar effect because they diminish the association between people's
social backgrounds and their life chances.
Second, in contrast to their potential leveling effect, organizations' potential stratify-
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ing effect arisesfrom theirrole as the key then becomes problematicfor students,
generatorsof wealth in capitalistsocieties challengingtheir assumptionsabout hard
(Bottomoreand Brym 1989; Scott 1991). work.
In orderto help studentsunderstand
that
As Dahrendorf (1959), Mills (1957),
the
Stinchcombe
(1965), andothershavenoted, individualeffortis not always only part
access to ownershipand controlof organ- of the equationfor organizational
success,
izationalassetsnow separatesthe privileged two particularquestionscan be posed:How
fromthe rest of society. Competitivestrug- importantis managerialtalentin explaining
gle not only sorts organizationsinto posi- the distributionof corporateassets and ortions of dominanceand subordinationbut ganizationalsize? If environmentsare as
also allocates life chances to individuals turbulentas Kaufmansays, and managers
still be
affiliatedwith them (Aldrich and Weiss areworkingblind,will organizations
1981; Perrow 1991). Therefore,organiza- sortedintoa hierarchyof richandpoor?
tionscanshapesocietalrewards.
PREPARATIONAND
The distributionof firms in the United
OVERVIEWOF THE GAME
Statesby numberof employeesor corporate
assetsis highlyskewed.Mostorganizations
have few employees,a few assets, and a In order to show how the rules or social
high likelihoodof failure (Aldrich 1999; structureof societyshapeoutcomesfor indiKaufman1991). Althoughthe numberof viduals,it is helpfulto introducestudentsto
large organizationsis small, they have a this perspectivewith some assignedreading
dominantshareof assets.Mostcorporations before commencingwith the exercise. As
can assignreadings
in the UnitedStateshaveless than$100,000 notedabove,instructors
in assets, and the top .002 percentholds that will set the stage for an instructional
about83 percentof all corporateassets.The unit on stratification(who gets what and
control why?)or organizational
sociology(the role
largest9 percentof all corporations
versus
talent
of
assets
chance). Deof
all
over 95 percent
managerial
corporate
the inor
the
course
on
lecture,
pending
(Aldrich1999).
Davis
read
students
have
should
structor
and
So, why are someorganizations
large
functional
on
article
Moore's
and
their
not?
Given
(1944)
wealthywhile others are
tendencyto explainpovertyand other ex- stratification,Oliver and Shapiro's(1997)
amples of stratificationby talking about work on wealth, The Bell Curve and Ineindividualdifferences,it is likely that stu- quality by Design (Fischer et al. 1996),
dentswill believethatthe fate of organiza- chaptersthreeand four in Kaufman(1991),
tions, and thus the stratificationof firms, or chapter one in Organizations Evolving
arisesfromdifferencesin managerialtalent. (Aldrich1999).Thesereadingswill prepare
Kaufman(1991) offersan alternativeexpla- studentsfor the exerciseandwill providea
difficultiesin backgroundfor the conceptswhichthis exnationbasedon organizations'
coping with uncertainenvironmentsand ercisewill introduce.
buildson similarprinciplesfrom organiza- The exercise is a game that consists of
tionalecology (Carrolland Hannan2000). multipleroundsof coin tossing, with each
Accordingto Kaufman,organizationsand round lasting about two minutes. During
theirmemberscannotkeepup with changes each round, studentspair off, flip coins,
in the environmentbecause of barriersto andbet one to threecoinson the outcomeof
change, such as communication problems,
imperfect information,differences in cognitive abilities, and an inability to predict the
future. In a winner takes all situation, there
must be a winner and most will lose (Frank
and Cook 1995). The fate of organizations

each flip (heads or tails). The winner of
each bet takes the specified numberof coins
from the loser. When a studentin a pair has
lost all of his/her coins (i.e., gone bankrupt), s/he is out of the game and moves to
the back of the room. Winnersthen look for
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Figure 1. Sample Results Table: Number of Students with 0-16+ Pennies

Pennies

Round1

Round2

Round3

Round4

Round5

Round6

Round7

0

1

6

10

16

19

29

31

1-4

17

12

13

6

7

3

1

5-9

29

27

19

19

13

3

1

10-15

1

3

6

5

6

7

6

2

3

6

5

16-20

4

21+

another person to play against for the remainder of the round. During the game,
instructors should circulate through the
room to identify students who are looking
for others to play against and help them find
new partners.
After each two-minute round, instructors
tally the numberof people with 0, 1-4, 5-9,
10-15, and 16+ coins and post the results
on the board, so that students can watch
how quickly the distribution of coins becomes unequal (See Figure 1 for a table
showing the results of successive rounds).
Whoever is still left with coins at the end of
each round goes on to the next round and
should begin to play with a new partner.'
The game ends when at least one person has
16+ coins, which can occur as early as the
fifth round. By that point, many students
are bankrupt.
Results of the game are highly predictable
but also counterintuitiveto many students.
Most players finish with either no coins or
1-4 coins, and a small number of players
has 10-15 or more. In a typical game with
fifty students, three or four students will
have sixteen or more coins while 30 students will be left with no coins. This
skewed outcome closely mimics the distribution of wealth and organizational size in
the United States: most people have little or
no wealth, and most organizations are
small.
'To achieve a skewed distributionmore
quickly, students should play with someone

froma differentcoinbracketwheneverpossible.

RULESAND SETUP
To set up the game, divide students into
pairs and give each pair of students 10 coins
(five per student).2Then, give studentstime
to understand how the game works. It is
importantthat the rules are written out and
that students take time to carefully review
them before the game begins. The basic
game has only four rules:
1) One student in each pair bets on each
flip (up to a maximum of three coins).
(Note: Betting only one coin per flip
will work, but the game will unfold
more slowly.)
2) The winner of the bet takes the coins
from the loser, regardless of who actually flipped the coin or made the bet.
3) Players must flip quickly and cannot
stop betting. (Note: Allow some practice time before the game starts and be
ready to pick up stray coins that students drop.)
4) Students cannot borrow money once
they go bankrupt.When they run out of
coins, they are out of the game.
At the start of the game, it is also important to get students thinking about how the
distributionof coins will change during the
course of the game. To make the ultimate
outcome as memorable as possible, instruc2Weuse penniesfor coins, butanydenomination will do. You may want to have students
bring 5 coins to class to avoid the time it takes

to distributethe coins.
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tors can start class with a simple question,
"Who is so skilled at tossing a coin that
they can guaranteethat they will flip heads
almost every time?" Students often comment that they are skilled at flipping a coin
into the air but cannot predict how it will
land. Ask the students if they think the uniform distributionof coin flipping talent will
.simply lead to a random reshuffling of the
coins and if it will preserve the uniform
distribution of coins among the players;
most studentsbelieve that it will. They reason that if no one is better at flipping than
anyone else, then no one will get ahead.
DISCUSSING THE RESULTS
WITH STUDENTS
Many students are astonished at the results,
especially when they see how the skewed
distributionso closely resembles other distributionsthat have already been covered in
class. A discussion and summary of the
game is essential for students to connect the
abstract concepts with the simulation and
with real life situations.
In order to discuss the importanceof skill
and talent, instructorscan begin in a lighthearted way by asking the "winners" to
account for their win. In most cases, they
answer in one of three ways. First, they
sarcastically acclaim themselves as great
achievers: "I used a well-thought-out strategy, and my skill led to success." This
mocking comment indicates that students
understand they could not have actually
used a strategy. Second, they may be embarrassed to answer. Their embarrassment
also shows that they feel foolish about taking credit for something they know they did
not do. Third, students may tell the class
exactly what they did. For example, "I bet
tails all the time." And inevitably a "loser"
in the class will proclaim that she did that
too. In the end, the studentsbegin to understand that their individual skill, action, and
intentiondid not make them winners or losers in this game.
Having established that skill and talent
cannot explain the outcome, instructorscan

then point out that a very recognizable distribution still emerged.3 Some players will
become very wealthy, but most will become
bankrupt,even though everyone started out
with the same resources and played with the
same skill and effort. For comparison purposes in a class on inequality, instructors
can bring to class a graph of the wealth distributionin the United States. In a class on
organizations,bring a graph of the distribution of organizationalsize or corporate assets. The distributionsare very similar and
help studentsrealize that inequalityand personal success are not necessarily the result
of personal attributes.
To help students relate the game to real
world processes that generate inequality,
instructors should discuss how modifications of the rules might alter the outcome.
First, ask what would happen if some players startedthe game with a different number
of coins. We use this modification to talk
about the importanceof social origins. We
point out that when a studentwith ten coins
bets three and loses, she has lost 30 percent
of her assets but is still in a top bracket of
winners with seven coins. By contrast,
when studentswith three coins bet three and
lose, they have lost 100 percent of their
assets and are out of the game. In short, an
initial advantage goes a long way toward
success, whereas an initial disadvantage
leaves students behind rather quickly
(Oliver and Shapiro 1997). When a player
gets behind in the game, even with chance
determining their subsequent success, it is
very difficult to gain coins. In life, the valued good may be education, or income, or
wealth rather than coins, but initial advantages are still important.
Second, ask what would happen if bankrupt players could borrow money to get
back into the game. This is an opportunity
3Youcan repeatthe game if studentsdoubt
the first outcome. Results are best displayed
graphicallyby plottingthe numberof students
on the vertical (Y) axis and the numberof
coins, from zero to n, on the horizontal(X)
axis. Connectthe dots to show a line dropping
sharplyfromthe upperleft to the lowerright.
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to talk about the role of financialinstitu- argue that in the real world people get
tions, creditagencies,and othersourcesof ahead because they are more talentedor
capital(Glasbergand Skidmore1997; Miz- more determinedthanothers.The game is
ruchi and Steams 1994). Large organiza- notmeantto suggestthattalentandpersonal
tions, for instance, have access to huge effortmakeno differencein the realworld.
amountsof credit and, in some cases, are Rather,the gameeliminatespersonaldiffernot allowed to fail. In a similar fashion, ences andprovideseach playerwith identisome people have better access to credit cal chancesfor successin orderto highlight
of rulesthatare easilyoverthanothersand are thusbetterable to han- the importance
dle economic misfortune.In essence, the looked in the complexitiesof real life.
gameprovidesa level playingfieldby deny- Many studentsbegin the game believing
ing everyoneaccessto credit;butin the real thatthe outcomewill reflectthe even distriworld,peoplehave unequalaccessto credit butionof playerskill. As the gameunfolds,
and thus different chances of amassing however,they begin to thinkthat the outcome of the game is up in the air with the
wealthor goingbroke.
Third,discussthe possibleconsequences randomlyflippingcoin. Ultimately,students
of allowingsome playersto pool their re- shouldcome to realizethatthe final distrisources and play as a group. Instructors butionof coins and their personalchances
should ask students to consider various of becominga winnerare not flukes, but
ways this mightoccur, such as throughro- ratherthe result of the rules of play that
tatingcredit associations(Light and Deng determinewho gets the coins and why.
1994) or inter-firm alliances (Gerlach They should also realize that even in the
1992). In the game, everyoneplays as an realworld,whereskill andeffortdo matter,
individual,butin reallife, we areconnected theirabilityto get aheadand theirchances
to groupsof relatives,friends,andacquaint- of falling behind are also determinedby
rules and structuresof
ances who have economic and non- taken-for-granted
hinder
or
can
that
resources
economic
opportunities.
help
oureffortsto succeed.
ASSESSMENT
Finally, discuss what would happenif a
been
had
wealthor inheritancetax
imposed
betweenrounds.This is an opportunityto In general,we have had a positiveexperitransferof ence using hands-onexercises in class to
talk aboutthe inter-generational
wealthin the UnitedStates(Keister2000). promoteactive learning.For example,we
The game also providesan opportunityto have received commentssimilarto these:
talk about income or propertytaxes and "Theexercisesare goodandhelpme underhow taxes and the social welfare system standwhy thingsare. I reallylike this class
might restrictthe amountof income ine- on the whole and enjoy the opportunityto
and "I feel thattheseare good
qualityin a society. The basic point is that participate,"
because
societiesusuallylimit inequalityby imposthey are very effective at getting
and
across
points,helpingus get to knowothers
ing restrictionson the accumulation
in
Studentsgraspconceptsmore
the
class."
transmissionof wealth.The game provides
no suchsafeguards.
concretelyduringactive learningthanthey
lectures.
In sum, the period after the exercise is mightduringtraditional
the
As for
assessmentof this particular
used to discusshow the rules of the game
both mimic and depart from the rules of real
life. Students sometimes point out that the
game is not an accuratereflection of stratification or organizational competition in the
real world because in the game, player skill
and effort are completely irrelevant. They

exercise, students have said that they can
more easily relate to the concepts after playing and discussing the game. In a quiz used
in an IntroductorySociology class to assess
the exercise's pedagogical value, we had
students respond to the following question:
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"Whatwas the point of the coin toss in relation to class stratification?"Ninety percent
of the students who took this quiz received
full credit for answering the question correctly. The most common response pointed
out that individual achievement was not the
only factor that contributes to success. Another common response included an explanation of cumulative disadvantage. They
seemed to understandthat those with few
coins were not always poor due to deficient
morals, but rather because they faced constraints on their ability to gain access to
wealth. From the students' responses, it was
evident that they were beginning to use their
sociological imaginations. They had begun
to use structural (social class) arguments
insteadof individualachievement arguments
to explain inequality.
In a stratificationand inequality class, we
used a more systematic evaluation form
similar to those used to assess other games
(Coco et al. 2001; Groves, Warren, and
Witschger 1996). We asked students to
complete a questionnaireat the end of the
exercise to help evaluate its usefulness and
appropriateness for learning. Following
Coco et al.'s (2001) evaluation scheme, we
asked students about two broad aspects of
the exercise: the game's and the discussion's effectiveness in creating understanding of the material, and students' receptiveness to using games in the classroom. The
students were asked to respond to a series
of statementsusing a five-point Likert scale
ranging from "strongly agree"= 1 to
"stronglydisagree"= 5 (see Appendix I).
Studentsrated the overall effectiveness of
the coin-toss game and the discussion very
favorably. In fact, the average and modal
response to the four questions that asked
studentsif the game helped them understand
the importance of social structure and
whether or not it illustrated the points the
instructor wanted to make was 2 (agree).
The average responses for the questions
asking the students about the game itself
seemed slightly less positive (between agree
and neither agree nor. disagree) than the
responses for the questions asking them
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about the discussion after the game. This
suggests to us that the success of the game
depends on a good discussion afterward.
Consistent with active learning techniques
(Woodberry and Aldrich 2000), it implies
that instructorswho use the coin toss should
prepareand leave time for a discussion.
Students indicated that using games is a
positive experience for them. They indicated that they believed games should be
used in college classrooms. On average the
response for "I do not think that games
should be part of university learning"was a
four (disagree) with no students indicating
they agreed or strongly agreed with the
statement. In addition, the survey revealed
that studentsbelieved that the coin-toss was
an interesting way to learn the material
(average 1.6= strongly agree to agree).
Finally, we asked students to apply what
they learned from the coin toss game to a
stratification topic that should be relevant
and timely for them: one's ability to attend
college and get a degree in four years (see
Appendix II). Students showed that they
realized getting through college required
more than just intelligence. In short response quizzes, they acknowledged that
some high school students could not afford
college or did not have access to information about loans. They realized that wealthier students would not have to work during
the year and may be able to achieve higher
grades in their class and attendclasses at all
times, while others' work schedules could
conflict with class and could affect their
overall grades. In all their answers, students
acknowledged that structures and rules
(timing of classes for example) could affect
a person's ability to get into and finish college regardlessof talent.
Based on informaland formal evaluations
in four classes (two introductionsociology
classes and two stratificationcourses), we
believe that the coin toss is a positive learning experience for students. Nevertheless,
aspects of the coin toss could be improved.
Since we have used the exercise several
times, we have been able to improve upon it
each time and thus have suggestions for
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implementationas well as words of caution.
First, the game relies on probabilities the probabilityof flipping heads or tails and
the probability of winning and losing the
game. We recommenddiscussing the difference between these two probabilities after
the game. For example, in one class we
asked students, "What would have happened if we played the game again? Who
would be the winner?" Students realized
that they could not predict who would win
and were certain that the winner of the
original game would not win in subsequent
games. They also realized that the distribution of the coins would ultimately be the
same at the end of each game. This simple
set of questions quickly illustrates the difference between the probability of winning
the game and the probability of flipping
heads or tails. The probability of flipping
heads or tails never changes: the chance of
flipping heads is one in two every time.
However, the probability of an individual
surviving to the last round is much smaller
and could, in fact, vary from person to person. Students will suggest, and correctly,
that those who have a lot of coins can stay
in the game longer by betting conservatively. In addition, "bad" flippers, i.e.,
those who drop their coins each time they
flip, will thus flip and bet fewer times than
other students. As a result, they may increase their chances of remaining in the
game.
Second, the game and the following discussion fill an entire class. The game fits
best in a 75-minuteclass, but can be done in
a 50-minute class; if instructorswatch their
time carefully. Here are some ways to reduce inefficiency and thus increase time for
discussion. Because the description of the
game can be unwieldy, the instructor can
provide directions before class, put the directions on an overhead that remains up
during class, demonstrate the flipping and
betting process before the students start
playing, and encourage students to bring
4We wouldlike to thankAmy Davis for this
suggestionand sharingthe resultsof her class
exercise with us.
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five coins to class (rather than distributing
the coins after class starts). In doing these
four things, we have reduced some of the
inefficiency in relaying directions and starting the game.
Third, those studentswho go bankruptare
left idle. After round one, there will be
some students who cannot play while the
rest of the class continues to play the game.
As seen in figure two, by round four, one
third of the class is bankrupt.We encourage
students to watch the others play the game
and to note the "strategies"their classmates
use. Then, when we are discussing the outcomes of the game, the students can comment on how they played and on what they
observed.

CONCLUSION
The coin toss provides a way to illustrate
how the sociological imagination can increase a student's understandingof the social world better than individual explanations can. Playing the game encourages
students to engage the sociological material
and thus facilitates their understandingof it.
Also, studentsfind the game fun, as well as
intellectuallyhelpful.
APPENDIXI
To what extentdo you agreewith the following
statements?
Thecointossgamewaseye-opening.
1) stronglyagree
2) agree
3) neitheragreenordisagree
4) disagree
5) stronglydisagree
Thecointossdiscussionwaseye-opening.
1) stronglyagree
2) agree
3) neitheragreenordisagree
4) disagree
5) stronglydisagree
The coin toss gamedid a goodjob of illustrating
wastryingto make.
thepointthatthe instructor
1) stronglyagree
2) agree
3) neitheragreenordisagree
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4)
5)

disagree
stronglydisagree

The discussion did a good job of illustratingthe
point thatthe instructorwas trying to make.
1) stronglyagree
2) agree
3) neitheragree nor disagree
4) disagree
5) stronglydisagree
This class period helped you betterunderstandthe
importanceof social structures.
1) strongly agree
2) agree
3) neitheragree nor disagree
4) disagree
5) stronglydisagree

In the space below, explain how the rules of the
real world affect a person's ability to attendUGA
and get a degree in four years independentlyof
their personaltalents and efforts.
Rules of the
Real World

Affect on one's
ability to attend
UGA and get a
degree in four years

Wealth inequality
Unequal access to credit
Pooling of resources
Taxes and government
aid
Limitednumberof seats

This class period provide an interesting way to
learn.
1) strongly agree
2) agree
3) neitheragree nor disagree
4) disagree
5) strongly disagree
I do not thinkthat games should be partof university learning.
1) stronglyagree
2) agree
3) neitheragree nor disagree
4) disagree
5) stronglydisagree
APPENDIX II
Apply what you have learned:
As we discussed, the outcome of the coin toss
game would be different if we changed the rules
of the game. More specifically, things would have
been differentif players:
"* started the game with different numbers of
pennies (i.e., therewere wealth inequality)
"* could borrow pennies (i.e., there was access
to credit)
"* could play in groups ratherthan alone (i.e.,
you could pool your resources)
"* paid taxes when rich or received pennies
when poor (i.e., there were taxes & government aid)
* could decide that each bet would have two
winners(i.e., opportunitieswere not limited)
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